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The grotesque in American literature is a
literary act of sublimation; it stands in for the things
we can’t talk about it, whether that thing is race,
religion, or the delusions of a defeated population.
Edgar Allan Poe, who popularized the grotesque in
his fiction, gives us his paranoiacs, his deformed,
disabled, and incestuous characters to comment
on racial purity, alcoholism, and other defects in a
supposedly great new nation. William Faulkner’s
taboo subject is the past — the true past, without
the illusions that accompany the grand Lost Cause.
Flannery O’Connor’s is religion, or secularism,
depending on your point of view. Whether it’s a
self-punishing preacher or a hog farmer’s wife, her
characters suffer from the same estrangement from
the one, true faith, for which there is no substitute.
The southern gothic, then, is a way of explaining
what otherwise cannot, or will not be, explained. The
truth is unbelievable; indeed, outlandish in a nation
conceived in the philosophy of the Enlightenment.
And yet these tales of murder and lust, of obsession
and denial, are as persistent as the humidity that is
an exhausting feature of a southern summer. They
endure because they speak to the paradox inherent
in the American project and the contradictions
in human nature. Two new novels try to situate
themselves into this tradition, though each has its
own motivation for referring back to it, for effects
both serious and humorous.
In M. David Hornbuckle’s The Fireball
Brothers, the grotesque appears in every form
possible, from human to extraterrestrial, in a
comic romp across Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Tennessee. Charles Dodd White’s
In the House of Wilderness has his characters
trek throughout Appalachia, and he is far more
circumspect in what he targets as bizarre and
monstrous. But both books can’t look at the strange
and surrealistic without taking up the subjects of
space and time, again in all their permutations. The
distances of the American south seem to have their
own effect upon time, and time is both an enemy
and equalizer in a world crisscrossed by highways
but still improbably lonely. These authors are after
more than the shock of poverty and its privations:
something deeper than language, how and why
people communicate their dreams and fears to one
another. In both books, circumstances ultimately
preclude the most meaningful communication,
though characters try, through music, photography,
and the simple kindnesses they offer.
Hornbuckle’s investigation into the
grotesque begins in a rural Alabama lake in summer
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1959. It’s the year the small world Robert and
Wally Mackintosh have always known seems to be
coming apart. A meteor hits their swimming hole
and the two teenagers are suddenly fused together
in a freakish posture: Wally is slung over Robert’s
back, with his hands fastened atop Robert’s heart.
Nothing can detach them, though it’s possible an
unscrupulous and unlicensed doctor can do what
the US government and accredited hospitals and
physicians cannot. Robert, Wally, and their father
take to the road as a musical act to raise money for
the operation while their hometown becomes mired
in conspiracy theories and recriminations, both
global and domestic.
Robert is the ostensible narrator of
Hornbuckle’s yarn; he begins and ends this story
of aliens, a pilfered inheritance, a religious cult,
drinking, adultery, carnival barkers, and snake
oil salesmen. But the story is told through several
viewpoints, and Wally’s is never one of them. And
yet it is Wally who is most changed by this odyssey.
A budding musician who’s barely able to contain
himself, he is almost prophetic about his plight, if the
clues he provides are taken seriously. During their
travels, Wally “naturally assumed the authoritative
role of bandleader, but it surprised Robert to hear
him speak with such confidence.”
Wally’s relative silence — perhaps ironic,
since Wally is the voice of the boys’ act — is one of
several puzzling aspects of The Fireball Brothers.
Anachronisms abound; some may be inadvertent,
others deliberate. Robert sees girls standing in

Time could presumably kill
the southern gothic, although
these novelists probably would not
agree on that.
“homogenous groups,” in a surprising use of social
science jargon. A Mississippi journalist is without a
shred of feeling for the Civil War. The jazz composer
and a self-declared angel from Saturn, Sun Ra, gives
a concert in his earthly hometown of Birmingham.
While this is possible, it’s unlikely: “‘It’s a fluke
you even got to see him,’’’ one of his fans gushes
to Robert after the event. Other African-Americans
occasionally appear, although they barely make a
dent in the proceedings. Most prominent is Nell,
a country doctor’s mistress. She suffers from
hypertrichosis or is a werewolf. Hornbuckle’s quick
dispatch of Nell and others is troubling, especially
since Robert begins the novel’s narration remarking
how “Negroes were gathering in churches and
making plans.” They might very well change the
world, but not on this stage.
What concerns Hornbuckle and White is
space, whether it’s the source of alien incursions or
the physical space people inhabit. “‘Time and space
are illusions’’’ the Mackintosh boys’ father is told
while he’s doing time on an assault charge. But to
Robert and Wally, time and space are as real as the
light that seems to hold them together. “‘Funny how
it is called just space. Like emptiness. But it ain’t all
emptiness,’” observes Wally, and for someone who
has no space — no privacy — this makes sense. For
those with too much, such as White’s characters,
space is a daunting prospect, one they must face
each day in the vastness of their surroundings.
Emerging out of a man-made fire, as
opposed to the alien-induced one in Hornbuckle’s
farce, White’s characters at first recall an unholy
trinity of Jesus, Martha and Mary Magdalene of The
Last Temptation of Christ. Wolf, Winter, and Rain
are just as attached figuratively as the Mackintosh
boys are practically; they have forsaken civilization,

taken new names, and declared themselves married.
When Rain comes upon Stratton, a recently
widowed music professor, she sees a chance at
a life with more purpose than mere survival. But
in an environment copious with guns, alcohol,
and toxic masculinity, Rain is a ruinous center of
gravity for those she attracts, despite her desire for a
normal existence. Rain wonders “when she let go of
herself, when it was no longer she alone but Winter
or Wolf who thought a thing, who felt a thing.”
She left her mother after she and a boyfriend stole
Rain’s savings. Later enrolling in junior college
with Stratton’s help, Rain reads a textbook about
“education and poverty rates, rural demographics
and historical influences, single motherhood,
cycles of economic inferiority, sexually transmitted
diseases…. It was like hearing a lecture about her
growing up with her mother.” This is the heart of
White’s approach to the grotesque. His characters
are as achingly real in their hurts and desires as their
surroundings are lush and evocative. Wolf briefly
becomes a street performer, in much the same vein
as the Mackintosh boys. But unlike those brothers,
Wolf’s performance, born out of his gruesome,
Charles Manson-like charisma, is unsettling, “a
kind of wobbling repudiation of the world at large.”
LaForge continued on next page
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His theatrics recall someone speaking in tongues,
or in Wolf’s mind, “some terrible attack of the body
against the soul.”
The most outward of White’s grotesques
are seemingly confined to the past. They’re in the
Diane Arbus-style photographs the professor’s late
wife made her reputation as an artist with, though
she also was known as The Rose for her drinking,
a kind of familiar southern grotesquerie in itself.
By the time Rain moves in with the professor,
these photographs are being readied for a memorial
exhibition. “‘Many people think Liza was cruel to
the people in her photos. That she deprived them
of dignity…. I hated some of her pictures…. You
see how ugly she could make something. How is
a man supposed to feel about that? Something that
his wife creates,” Stratton says. But no one will

have to confront these grotesqueries for long; after
the exhibition, they will be archived. “‘It’s the only
responsible thing to do. Light will kill a photograph
over a period of time,’’’ a curator explains.
Time could presumably kill the southern
gothic as well, although these novelists probably
would not agree on that. White may try to bury his
grotesques, even kill them off, but he can’t help
seeing the aberrant in the region’s bars, apartments,
bus stations, trailers, politics, and its constant
reinvention of Christian values. The effect is
haunting, a cultural hangover that can’t be cured by
time or space because it is as American a problem
as it is southern. Hornbuckle, however, fears this
feature of the southern landscape is disappearing,
or so his protagonist thinks, once he’s gained
perspective on his situation. Robert’s father builds
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Brenda Shaughnessy’s fifth collection The
Octopus Museum is a dispatch from a precipitous
near-future. In prose poems, the narrator details
how octopodes arrived on land and yanked the
wheel from the humans who’d been busy merrily
ruining everything. They tapped into the internet
— their brains perfectly suited for its machinations,
their tentacles adept at typing — and people soon
lost control, barely even comprehending while it
happened, as is our unfortunate pattern (I’m revising
this paragraph the day Facebook announced Libra,
its entry into the global cryptocurrency market,
which seems like a Supremely Bad Idea).
The cephalopods operate as a slightly
creepy collective (“There Is No I in ‘Sea’”), giving
the reader a vague sense of an alienating corporate
overlord, with “countless eyes watching us,… arms
radiating out in all directions, feeling for what’s
next.” The few remaining humans live in assigned
houses, eating a can of beets a week as a treat and
leaving the decisions we used to thoughtlessly make
to those smarter than ourselves. A lone archivist
sends out letters to no one — like the single horrormovie survivor on the ham radio, reaching nobody
where there used to be listeners. “If you want to
know what we all could have done differently to
prevent the situation we’re in now,” he asks, “I have
one word for you: everything.” Of course you know
it now, after the fact, now that it doesn’t help at all.
The book provides a dark forecast, but these
are not poems with a clinical sci-fi atmosphere. The
octopodes’ dominion is not the main conflict; it’s
simply what is. The book doesn’t depend on the
details of this particular bleak future to keep the
reader hurtling forward. What happened isn’t even
really the point. Rather, Shaughnessy gives us firstperson poems about domestic matters against a
backdrop of confusing dystopia, and though aspects
of this future are chilling, the thing that sticks
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a special, backward-facing seat, so he and Wally
can be comfortably transported in the back of their
father’s truck. “They could see only what they had
left behind,” Robert thinks, “and not where they
were headed.”
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is the lingering feeling that we’re all careening
in a system that’s totally outside our control — a
relatable sensation in 2020. The narrator is a poet,
mother, and human being, and the poems are rooted
in the moments of her human apprehension and
wonderment at how her children still grow and
flourish in spite of everything. “A fierce zip of
pride bites my heart,” says the narrator about the
daughter. “She demands more because she knows
there’s more in the world and she believes she
should have it all.” This pride is the kind everyone
secretly judges parents for — is your child really
that extraordinary? But in an unstable system with
diminishing resources, ego is what’s compelling.
The child’s audacity to demand more pulls the
parent into the future.
It’s also worth saying that the world these
poems are set in doesn’t feel all that unlikely,
somehow. This is an achievement, since the idea
of supersmart sea creatures taking over is a farfetched one. But the purpose the octopodes serve,

One of the more successful works of
poetry on the topic of climate change,
in that it depicts people still living a
world already lost to us.
really, is to be a kind of distant, unrelatable other
that wrested control from us and turned everything
unfamiliar. The octopus, and its intelligence and
abilities, is almost as alien to us as an actual alien,
and in some ways, this book could just as well be
about the aftermath of an invasion from the sky. But
the aliens of our cultural imagination are usually
humanoid in shape, so the idea of being overthrown
by soft, small, malleable creature we thought we
knew is absurd and even silly. We can imagine a
sort of Homo superior, but the idea of being made
second-class citizens by something we used to
subjugate (or hardly consider) is extra unfamiliar
to our collective imagination. The octopus doesn’t
even have a skull. In Shaughnessy’s dystopia, we’re
punished because we failed to see the obvious —
that intelligence can take shapes unlike ours. The
dystopia is an analog for the times we’re living in,
where we would let anything happen because we’re
myopic and love convenience and think we’re the
best.
The focus on domestic matters, family,
and motherhood isn’t small in this book; the family
unit — one of the most reliable institutions in

recent human history — is at risk in every poem.
The cephalopods don’t seem to value the human
attachment to our own. Their lifespan is shorter, and
they seem to implicitly understand the importance
of working together for the greater good. Their
collective governing body issues extra people into a
family if the standard number in a dwelling changes
somehow. One of the most moving poems of the
collection is its final one, called “Our Family on
the Run,” in which the narrator lets herself wonder
what would happen to her particular family, with its
unique needs, if they were forced out of their home
in an emergency prepper situation: “If you read the
stories, you’re supposed to find abandoned photo
albums, suitcases, babies. The useless things cut out
by survival’s swift knife. Dead weight, long gone.”
The relics of a comfortable life, an optimistic life,
scattered along the trail as we flee from something
invisible.
As my husband considers the contents
of our home prepper kit, I find myself wondering
how we would look on the run, and how long we
would survive. But if the new (octopod) society
is everywhere, even on the internet, where do we
even go? What’s the point of moving on? This once
more makes me think of the (probably detrimental)
optimism that having children forces people to
have. In the beginning of the 2018 film A Quiet
Pollari continued on next page

